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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1695–“Grandpa Val, since you trust me, please give me 
a chance! I really saw a glimpse of hope this time. I want to help the family escape the 
Palmore family’s control and change my fate,” Alba continued.  

She knew she had to convince Valerio.  

If not, everything would be in vain.  

As long as she got Valerio’s help, Alba could then continue working with David and get 
the approval of David and his master.  

“Alba, do you know what you’re saying?” Valerio suddenly asked seriously.  

“I do!” Alba answered affirmatively.  

“You’re saying you’re serious?”  

“Of course!”  

“Do you know what kind of family the Palmores are?”  

“Certainly! They are one of the six top forces in Star Kingdom with Sacred Saints. If we 
want  

to get out of their control, we have to get a Sacred Saint to help us.  

“Since you know this, do you still think you have hope?”  

“I do!” Alba answered without hesitating.  

Valerio stopped talking. He started fixedly at Alba.  

He wanted to read Alba’s face.  

However, Alba looked very determined, as if she really had a way to help the family out 
of this predicament.  

To be honest, Valerio still could not believe what Alba said until now.  

Like she said, they needed a Sacred Saint behind them if they wanted to get out of the 
Palmore family’s control.  

There were limited known Sacred Saints in Star Kingdom, so no one would want to help 
the Fellowes family and offend the Palmore family.  



However, Valerio was willing to give Alba a chance.  

At the same time, he also wanted to give the Fellowes family a glimpse of hope even if it 
was almost non-existence.  

“Do you really see hope?” Valerio asked.  

“Yes, Grandpa Val! This is the only glimpse of hope I saw after so many years. I want to 
make a gamble,” Alba answered.  

“Alright. Alba, since you’re so determined, then I won’t hold you back. I’ll give you this 
chance regardless of if you succeed or not. Just do it bravely. I’ll speak to the head of 
the family for you even if I have to risk my dignity.” Valerio made the final decision.  

In the end, he chose to trust Alba.  

After all, he watched her grow up, so he figured he would not make the  

wrong decision.  

Even if he was wrong, he could afford to bear the consequences.  

Worse come to worst, he would just give up Treasure Trove.  

“Thank you, Grandpa Val! Thank you!” Alba cried from happiness.  

She knew Grandpa Val would support her.  

He had been genuinely nice to her ever since she was small.  

“Alba, even though I promised to help you and not ground you, I have to remind 
something,” Valerio said.  

“What is it? I’m all ears,” Alba recomposed herself and answered.  

you  

“You have a fiancé, and a big family like the Palmore family value their prestige a lot. 
You should stay away from men in the future and not be alone with them. If word gets 
out and the Palmore family finds out, the consequences will be serious.”  

After Valerio said that, Alba understood instantly.  

The seniors of the family found out about her coming back on the same ship with David 
and then brought him around Treasure Trove’s headquarters.  



Alba had indeed neglected this.  

After David easily killed the two beginner Sovereign Rankers next to Cornelius, Alba 
confirmed David’s identity in her heart.  

He was so young and so powerful, therefore, only a Sacred Saint could cultivate 
someone like him.  

At that time, she only wanted to get on his good side so she could get David and his 
master’s help in the future. That was why she did not notice these small details.  

She did not expect this to reach the ears of the seniors, causing them to make a big 
fuss over a minor issue.  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1696–Since Valerio had mentioned it while representing 
the seniors of the family, Alba would pay more attention to this in the future.  

If not, she would be doomed if she were grounded.  

“Grandpa Val, I got it. I will pay more attention and not get you into trouble,” Alba said.  

“Alright. It’s good if you understand. Alright, go do your big thing if there’s nothing else. 
I’ll be waiting for your good news,” Valerio said with a smile.  

His last sentence was clearly a joke, but Alba thought he was serious.  

“Grandpa Val, don’t worry, I won’t disappoint you! You will thank yourself for your 
decision today! The entire Fellowes family will thank you!”  

“Alright! Haha. I’ll be waiting.”  

Alba came out of Valerio’s study and took a deep breath.  

She could not turn back now.  

Anders was about to come out and David was her only hope.  

She had to help David complete his master’s task as soon as possible.  

That way, she could ask David to get his master.  

She could only talk terms with a Sacred Saint once she saw him.  



If she could not even see him, how would she ask him to help her?  

However, she also had to watch her distance with David from now on.  

She finally convinced Grandpa Val to help her, so she could not let the seniors of the 
family get any dirt on her.  

It would be hard for Grandpa Val to explain himself if that happened too.  

David was arranged to stay in a very luxurious room.  

Soon…  

Knock knock knock!  

Someone knocked on the door.  

“Who is it?” David asked out of habit.  

“Master David, it’s me.” Mick’s voice came from the door.  

David opened the door. Mick stood outside with a red envelope in his hand.  

“Master David, this is the invitation card for Treasure Trove headquarters’ auction in a 
week’s time. When the time comes, you can enter the venue with this.”  

As Mick said that, he handed the red envelope to David.  

David’s eyes lit up when he heard that.  

He finally got the invitation to the auction.  

This was great!  

With this, he could become a partial Saint very soon!  

“Thank you, Old Sir!” David thanked sincerely after getting the invitation.  

Anyone who stopped him from increasing his strength would be his enemy.  

On the contrary, anyone who helped him were his friends.  

“Master David, you’re too kind. Miss Alba ordered me to do this so you should thank 
her. I’m just a runner.”  



“Old Sir, no matter what, you helped me a lot. If you need anything in the future, just ask 
me. I’ll never say no as long as it’s within my power.”  

“No need! You’re too kind. If there’s nothing else, I’ll get going. Just call out to me if you 
need anything.”  

“I’m fine here, so I don’t need anything. Thank you, Old Sir.”  

“This is my job. Goodbye, Master David.”  

“Bye, Old Sir.”  

Mick left.  

He thought David was just trying to worm his way into a relationship with him so he 
could ask about Miss Alba.  

He had not realized what he was rejecting yet.  

That was the promise of a Sacred Saint or above.  

It some time, Mick would be extremely remorseful. He had a chance to curry favors with 
David, but he refused!  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1697–David went back into the room with the red 
envelope.  

After he opened it, he saw a gold card inside.  

The contents of the card was very simple.  

There were no words, only a logo of Treasure Trove.  

David touched the gold card.  

It felt smooth, soft, and pleasant to the touch.  

It should be made of some precious metal. It was almost like gold on Earth, but it was 
surely more precious than it.  

Treasure Trove was indeed loaded.  



Even its invitation card was so delicate.  

The cost of making this small card was equal to the wage a normal person would earn 
over a Ifietime.  

This was the upper class.  

It was hard for normal people to understand.  

Putting the card back into the envelope, David felt pretty joyful after getting the 
invitation  

card.  

With it, he could walk into the auction house justly and honorably a week later.  

David looked at his system.  

[Host: David Lidell  

[Balance: 9996999990000000 Star Dollars  

[Body: Sovereign Level 5 (You may upgrade one level using 1000 lavish points)  

[Mind: Sovereign Level 1 (You may upgrade using 1000 lavish points)  

[Combat: Eternal Realm mid-Sovereign Ranker  

[Combat Skills: Void Punch (Perfection), Air Crushing Slap (Perfection), Evil-Splitting 
Sword Technique (Perfection)  

[Skills: Ancient Traditional Medicine (Perfection)  

[Lavish Points: 920]  

If he wanted to get to partial Saint, he had to raise his Mind and Body to Sovereign level 
10 at the same time.  

He still needed 14000 lavish points and he still had 920 lavish points left from the last 
time. Which meant he actually needed 13080 lavish points.  

David needed to spend 1310 billion at the auction a week later.  

Partial Saint was so close to hand.  



According to David’s understanding, the large auction hosted by Treasure Trove this 
time would have a lot of treasures. So, the prices would not be low.  

It would be pretty easy to spend thousands of billions.  

David was looking forward to the auction.  

After Alba left Valerio’s study, she did not go to David.  

She had to keep her distance from David.  

If not, the seniors of her family would ground her if they found out.  

Valerio would not be able to help her if that happened.  

When she went back to her room, Alba contacted Elmer and asked him to quickly build 
up the trading company.  

Master Anders Palmore was about to come out.  

Once he came out, Alba would be pushed into the spotlight since she was his fiancé.  

She might even be married into his family immediately.  

It would be hard for her to do anything if that happened.  

Therefore, things were very urgent now.  

Alba had to fulfill her promise to David as soon as possible.  

She initially planned to only think about this after the auction, but it seemed that she 
could not delay it anymore.  

Alba asked David how he would name the new trading company so she could register 
the company.  

David did not hesitate on calling it East League Trading Company.  

He had been using this name since he was on Earth, and he figured it was pretty nice. 
At the same time, it benefited David a lot and helped his strength skyrocket the entire 
way. Therefore, he decided not to change it.  

Just like that, East League Trading Company was born in a large trade zone at the 
West End of the Central Sacred Continent.  



Countless trading companies were established on the entire continent every day, and at 
the same time, there were also countless of them going bust because of poor 
management.  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1698–Therefore, East League Trading Company’s 
establishment did not shock anyone.  

No one knew that under David’s unlimited funds, East League Trading Company would 
soon become a dark horse.  

It would spread to every large trade zone at lightning speed.  

David did not ask about the trading company as he was quietly waiting for the auction.  

This was what David cared about the most now.  

Of course, the trading company was important too. However, he still needed to wait to 
get the results from it.  

On the other hand, the auction was right in front of him.  

According to his plan, David would become a partial Saint after the auction.  

With his strong mind p  

and his Evil-Splitting Sword, a first-rate Soulbound Weapon, he might not defeat a real 
Saint, but anyone below Saint Realm would not be his opponent.  

When the time came, he would be regarded as the number one existence below Saint 
Realm.  

Even though Star Kingdom was a level 7 civilization, a partial Saint was already 
invincible.  

He would not be scared of any forces in Star Kingdom as long as no Saint Realm 
grandmasters were involved.  

When the time came, David would have little power to protect himself in this dangerous 
Star Kingdom filled with powerhouses.  



When East League Trading Company was first established, David transferred one 
trillion Star Dollars to the company account of East League Trading Company for the 
company’s development.  

However, since the money was still not spent, David could not get lavish points 
immediately. He could only get lavish points after East League Trading Company spent 
the money.  

David would get one lavish point after he spent 100 million Star Dollars.  

When others saw 1 trillion Star Dollars, they might be scared by the number.  

However, since Alba was the third young mistress of Treasure Trove, she was used to 
it.  

She was born into a family that had countless wealth, so she knew no matter how much 
money one had, it was all external.  

Strength was something that truly belonged to her.  

With strength, one would get unlimited wealth.  

On the contrary, without strength, the wealth one had initially would eventually also 
leave them.  

One needed the same level of strength to protect their wealth. One would end up 
horribly if it was unbalanced.  

The Fellowes family was a great example.  

If they did not find a way to save themselves, the Fellowes family would be devoured by 
the Palmore family after a few years.  

In the end, they would lose their wealth and their lives.  

Even if the Fellowes family detected the Palmore family’s ambition a long time ago, they 
still had no way to fight that after so many years.  

The only thing they could do was fulfill every one of the Palmore family’s request in 
hopes that they would have more time to struggle whilst at death’s door.  

The Fellowes had five grandmasters at Saint Realm. They could deter other forces, but 
to the Palmore family with a Scared Saint, those five were nothing.  

The Palmore family only dared to take so much from the Fellowes family without the 
slightest. scruple because of their powerful Sacred Saint.  



Three days later. Two days till the auction started.  

An unwelcome guest came to the super-large trade zone of the West End of the Central 
Sacred Continent.  

It was Archimedes, the first-in-line heir of the Lightfoot family responsible for searching 
the West End.  

They used the wormhole to cross a huge distance in a very short time.  

He arrived at the West End from the East End of the Central Sacred Continent.  

Archimedes’ arrival caused the entire West End to feel nervous.  

The news of the death of Cornelius, the second-in-line heir of the Lightfoot family, had 
spread across the major forces over here.  

Everyone was discussing who was so bold to kill the direct descendant of the Lightfoot 
family.  

After knowing why Archimedes was here, every major force was worried that the 
Lightfoot family would target them and they would anger the family that was still fuming.  
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